
PURPOSE  

 

Purpose of the change is to free mankind from the forces of history which have kept the human 

civilization a prisoner of power-loving individuals and groups, who have maintained their 

dominance since the formation of institutions of state and religion. It seeks to change the present 

order, which has emerged through an alliance of military and religious men with the 

businessmen and traders, who have risen during the colonial time, and are primarily driven by 

the interests of profits and individual gains at the expense of the misery of the majority of 

mankind. Instead of the lower-nature of man, still deciding the fate of humanity, as it has 

developed in the present consumer-culture of the monopoly-capitalist market-order, the 

enlightened-world wants to educate, inform and make human beings aware of the potentials of 

life, which exists beyond the animal instincts. It seeks to elevate human consciousness to a 

higher stage, and make use of the higher power of the mind in building an enlightened 

civilization, where man may realize his/her potential as the bearer of a cosmic-mind. It aspires to 

protect the freedom, liberty and possibility to enjoy the life of a “higher-man” by developing 

governing structure of the society, which will eliminate the advantages, which the traditional 

players of history have enjoyed until now. It also sees the necessity to free social-political 

development from the hands of the technocratic rule, which has developed in the recent time, in 

order to perpetuate an economic injustice, where the middle class consumers are being used as 

the means to achieve the goal of the rich and the powerful, while exploiting the poor, who supply 

by the labor and toil at the conditions dictated by the investors and their supporters in the power-

elite. The purpose of the enlightened-order is to resist the abuse of technological innovation and 

communication, whose aim is to dehumanize human beings by turning them into animals living 

by consuming products, and creating distorted view of life as a bonanza of “happiness” to be 

enjoyed in a market place, without any vision, meaning and purpose.  It wants to inspire mankind 

to respond to the call of the “higher-man” to fulfill the journey of life as an enlightened being, 

who bears the power of the cosmic-mind, and thus create a civilization where human beings may 

find meaning in life in love, compassion and sacrifice. 

 


